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Abstract：A solution to relative pose and motion estimation b~ween two reference c0ordimtes that used“ d n orlal 

(2D)intensity面1ageS from a single c~rrlera w desirable for real-time applications．The difficulty in perfom~g this measurement 

was that the process ofpmject~ three-dimensional(3D)Meet features to 2D面1ageS w a nonlinear transfomaation．The system 
ofposeandmotionestimationwhichis basedonthemonooa~ vision、̂ defined aS a nonlinear stochasticmodd

．Th e system used 

the iterated extended Kalman filter(衄 )，dle filet-order Stir~ng’s interpolation filter(DD1)and the second-order Stiding’s iI卜 

terpohtion falter(DD2)respectively aS nonlinear state estimators to estimate pose and motion．The method has been impl~nented 

with simulated data based on three kinds of different estimator respecdve to show the relative advantages of eacl1 kind estimator
， 

and the simulation re．1it has shown that the performance of DD1 and DD2 is superior to IEKF
． 

Keywords：line features；dual quatemion；monocular vision；iterated extended Kahmn filter(衄 )；the flist-order 

diI1g’s interpohtion filter(DD1)；the second--order s她 ’s interpohtion filter(DD2)；pose estimation；motion estimation 

cLc nm lx~r：硼 9l Do‘：um印 t code：A 

单目视觉中基于IEKF，DD1及DD2滤波器的位姿和运动估计 
伍雪冬 2，王耀南 ，李灿飞 

(1．湖南大学 电气与信息工程学院，湖南 长沙410082；2．福建工程学院，电子与电气工程系，福建 福州 350014) 

摘要：用单摄像机所获取的二维(2D)图像来估计两坐标之间的相对位姿和运动在实际应用中是可取的，其难 

点是从物体的三维(3D)特征投影到2D图像特征的过程是一个非线性变换，把基于单目视觉的位姿和运动估计系 

统定义为一个非线性随机模型，分别以迭代扩展卡尔曼滤波器(匝KF)、一阶斯梯林插值滤波器(DDI)和二阶斯梯林 

插值滤波器(DD2)作非线性状态估计器来估计位姿和运动．为了验证每种估计器的相对优点，用文中所提方法对 

每种估计器都作了仿真实验，实验结果表明DD1和DD2滤波器的特性要比IEKF好． 

关键词：线特征；八元数；单目视觉；迭代扩展卡尔曼滤波器(mKF)；一阶斯梯林插值滤波器(DD1)；二阶斯 

梯林插值滤波器(DD2)；位姿估计；运动估计 

The estimation of relative 3D position and orientation 

as well as relative motion between tw o reference 6anles is 

an important problem in robotic guidance，manipulation， 

~ embty and in other an such as photogrammetry． 

缸 ng，object recognition，and c撇 ra calibration[1-6]． 

Most measurement techniques for pose estimation aIe 

image-based and cai1 be classified into two major cate- 
gories．These categories are point-based and model-based 

methods g higher-order geometric primitives．Each 

type involves acqui血 ai1 image and processing that iII1a 

to arrive at a value for the pose．Methods of point-based 

were the first to be studied and，as a result，have been more 

extensively devdoped than model-based method[7,8]
． Line 

features are present in many cases to a great extent and less 

sensitive to noise than point features[91
． Th ey may be 

more visible than po ints under a wider range of ligh~-_g 

and environmental conditions ．Also，straightforward tech- 

niqu es such as the Hough transformation and line fit~g to 

edgeS aIe available to extract the lines from the images[川
．  

To describe the relative transhtion and rotation between 

tw o coordinates．the usual way is by nleans of homoge- 

neous仃a璐f0m1ation ma舡i 81
．

chen[ ̈
． 谢 1o in缸c卜- 

duced the 9cn theory in the hand--eye calibration．is the 

first simultaneous consideration of rotation and缸扭Sla曲 n 

in a geometric way．Daniilidis[ ]uses dual quatemions 

that provide a n I】s to represent both rotation and iram- 

lation in a unified notation for hand--eye calibration． 

When it C．Ol'l~ to state estimation for nonlinear systems， 
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a series ofestimators have been proposed over time，which 

for the most part are nonlinear extensiom ofthe celebrated 

Kalman filter(KF)．Up to now the extended Kalman 

filter(EKF)has unquestionably been the dominating state 
estimation technique[ 3,14]

． The EKF is based on first-o卜 

der Taylor approximation of state transition and obseⅣa— 

tion equations about the state trajectory．The Taylor hn— 

earization pmvides an insufl~dhntly accurate representation 

in many cases．Norgaard【 J proposed a new set ofesfima- 

tors，namely，DD1 and DD2，which are based on polyno— 

mial approximations of the nonlinear transformations ob— 

rained dl a particular multidimensional extension of Stir- 

ring’s interpolation formula
． ][11e DD1 filter is based on 

first-order approximations and the DD2 filter is based on 

second-order approximations(111e selection of interval 

length，d，was discussed in N0q rd[ ])．Conceptually， 

the principle un derlying the DD1 and DD2 filters resem- 

bles that of the EKF and its higher-order relatives，the 

main difference is that matrices of divided difference re- 

place matrix products ofJacobians and Cholesky factors of 
covariance manices[ 71

．

Moreover，in contrast to Taylor’s 

formula no derivatives ale needed in the interpolation fo卜 

mula，ouly function evaluations． 

The problem proposed in this paper is to locate an ob- 

ject and measure its relative motion in three dimensiom 

given a sequence of2D iII1ages of the object whose posi— 

tion and orientation are known relative to a base reference 

frame．][11e 3D transformation is modeled as a nonlinear 

stochastic system that uses the IEKF，DD1 and DD2 re— 

spectively as the estimator，and the 3D transformation uses 

a screw representation based on dual quatemions．~evious 

sohtiom have used point-based iI11age~atures in esfimat- 

ing the pose and motion． paper uses ~．age line fea— 

tares instead as measurement inputs for the estimation． 

The paper is organized as follows：section 2 describes 

dual quatemion and the dual quatemion 3一D transfc'[TBa- 

tion representation is given in section 3．Section 4 presents 

the pinhole Cal'D．e1'~model and the line~ature’s represen— 

tation in ~．age plane．111e pose and motion estimation 

system model is defined in section 5，while section 6酉veS 

the sirmdafion examples．Vinany，the conclusion is drawn in 

section 7． 

2．1 Q呱Itelmi0吣 

A Quatemion is a four-component number comisting 

of a scalar part and three orthogonal parts．Vom~Aly，a 

quatemion g can be defin ed as 

g=g0+qli+g +q3k． (1) 

where each of the qi is a real number，and i，J and k ale 

orthogonal imaginary unit vectors．The conjugate of a 

quatemion is g qo—qii—g —q3k，and its modu- 

lus is I g I=√g8+g}+g；+ 
Multiplication ofthe two quatemiom P and g is defin ed as 

Pq=(Poqo—Pl ql—P2q2一P3q3)+ 

(p0ql+Plqo+P2q3一P3g2)i+ 

(p0q2一Pl q3+P2g0+P3g1)J+ 

(Poq3+plq2一P2ql+P3qo)k． (2) 

Matrix forms ofquatemion multiplication are given below 

l—Po —P1 一P2 一P3 l 

一  ：； 。lg=嘞， pg=I p2 p3 p0 一pl l g= n g’ 
L p3 一p2 pl p0 J 

r-p0 一pl —p2 一p3] 
l P1 Po P3 一P2 I 一 

卯 I p2一p3 p0 pl l mpq． 
Lp3 p2 一pl p0 J 

We know from equation(3)that the multiplication of 

quatermon IS not commutatave． 

2．2 Dual numbers 

A dual number is defin ed as 

d= a+∈ ， (4) 

where a。 ale real numbe~ and∈ is defined as ∈2= 0，a 

is the real part and西is the dual part。the conjugate of a 

dual number d is d = a 一∈ 西．and its modulus is 

I d I= a．Note that the modulus ofa dual number can 

be negative． 

Th e Taylor series expansion ofa dual function about its 

real part has the form  

，(a+∈面)= a)+∈ (a)． (5) 
2．3 Dual quatemions 

A dual quatemion can be defin ed as 

4=r+∈s， (6) 

where r and s are each quatemion． 

The modulus and conjugate ofa dual quatemiom口are 

I口I=~／∞ =√rr +∈(rs +sr )and口 = 

r 一∈ s ． 

3 Representation of 3D rotation and 

translation by dual number quater- 

nions 

A line in space with direction 1 through a point P can 

be represented with the 6-tuple(1，，孵)，where，孵is the 
unit nomaal vector and is equal to m = P x 1．Th e con— 

straints 1·，孵 and I 1 I= 1 guarantee that the degree of 

freedom ofan arbitrary line in space is four ． 
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Applying a rotadon RO and a tramlation t to a given 

line(1b，mb)we obtain the transformed lme(f ，ma) 

f = ROlb， 

m =P x f =(ROPb—t)x RO!b= 

RO(Pb X lb)+t X ROlb=ROmb+t x RO!b． 

(7) 

W e ch越1ge from vector to quatemion notation which 

means that the vector f is represented by a quatemion with 

zero scalar part l=(0，f)．The terms containing rotation 

can be e~fly wri~en with quatemions．Th e difficulty with 

the cross-product is tackled wi th the identity 

(0，t×口)= 1(qt +tq)， (8) 

where t is the translation quatemion(0，t)and g is the 

romtion quatemion(0，口)．Using the identity (8)we 
obtain 

l = qlbq ， 

m =qmbq + 1(qlbq ￡ +tqlbg )． (9) 

We define a n唧 quatemion辱=音tq and a dual 

quatemion口 g+∈ 口．It can be easily shown that 

equation(9)is equivalent to 

1 +∈m ：(q+∈ )(1b+∈rob)(q +∈口 )． 

(10) 

Denoting also the lines by dual quatemions la and fb we 
obtain 

l =OlbO ． (11) 

This form ula resembles the romtion ofpoints wi th quater- 

nions．Lines can thus be transformed using a single opera- 

tion in a non-Abelian rir of dual quatemions．Th e nolTn 

is 

I口I =∞ =gq +∈(钾 +的 )= 

gq +∈ 1(gq ￡ +tqq )=1， (12) 

hence口is a unit quatemion．From equation(6)and 

(12)we obtain 

口=g+∈ t g=(1+∈2)q． (13) 

We know from equation(13)that the unit dual 

quatemion口can be written as the concatenation ofa pure 

tramlation unit dual quatemion and a pure rotational 

quatemion widl dual part equal zero． 

4 Pinhole camera model and the 

representation of lines in a 

plane 

A pinhole calTleFa model，which is shown in Fig．1，is 

used where the lens center is the calTlera reference ofigm． 

Th e first step is to transform the object coordinates to the 

camera reference．Next，the and Y coordinates of the 

projected object onto the iInage plane are found．Given 

iImge coordinatesp(x，)，)and camera coordinates P(xc， 

Yc， c)，these relatiom are 

Fxc 
= — — · 

c 

where F is the focal length． 

Fy 
， 、 

Y= ， (14) 
- C 

F ．1 Pinhole canl~-a model 

Th e result of the perspective p ~2tion 在0n1 the 3D 

lines is a set ofdual vector quatemion coplanar lines located 

in the iInage plane．A format is needed to compare these 

transform ed lines wi th line features measured from the ac— 

quired in1ageS．Th e format used to represent these lines is 

an ，Y point called the line point．A line p0 is defined 

as the inte~ection of the line feature th a line passing 

through the~mage otig~ that is perpendicular to the line 

feature．Fig．2 illustrates the definition ofthe line po t on 

the iInage plane．Th e line point is unique for all lines ex- 

cept for those lines that pass through the ot'ig~．Th e line 

point has the advantage of minilTlUn'l state representation 

and a simple distance measure as well as continuous 

for all lines． 

)， 

＼  
● 

f 

o／ j 

． 2 Definition ofline point in 2D瞬 phne 

The p ected line lies in a plane defined by the 3D line 

and the center ofprojection．This plane is described by the 
eq uation 

， +myy +m,z =0， (15) 

that intersects the iInage plane at c= F．Th e result is an 

equation ofthe proj‘ected line in the c= F plane， 

， +myyi+mzF=0， (16) 

where xi and Yi are the image plane coordinates．Th e di- 
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rectlon vector of the image line is 

【一南  。r．( 
The line point is calculated from the dual vector ima 

[me as 

= m ，y加=一f ， ． (18) 

In terms ofd1e 3D dualvector componen~． 

F ， = F m， 

m  + m  

‘ (19) 

Consider the fonowmg general nonlinear model of a 

dynamic system whose states are to be estimated 

Xk+1= Xk， )，Yk=h(机，w )， (20) 

Vk andWk are assumed i．i．d．and independent of current 

and past states，Vk～( ，Q(|i}))，w ～(w ，R(k))． 
The state assignment estimates the transformation be— 

tween the calIlel'a and the object reference~anles and the 

first derivatives of this transformation．Th e assignment is 

based on the dual quatemion representation of the 3D 

transformation． Similar to the approach given by 

Broida[ 8l
，the state variable assignment with a known ob— 

ject geometry is 

Xk=[t ty tz qo ql q2 q3 

co co co： (21) 

Thirteen state variables are present：ti and vi terms are 

the linear tmnshtion and linear velocity，respectively，qi is 

the rotational quatemion，and coi is the rotational velocity 

in each axis．Translation，rather than the dual part of the 

dual quatemion，is estimated in the state vector since the 

dual part can re．my be calculated from the transhtion and 

rotational real quatemion as given by equation(13)．The 

first derivative is 

a： +∈( g+_ 口)． (22) 

Chou[19]gives the relation between qu~emion angu】ar 

velocity and the spatial ar1gular velocity 

n =[0 (U ：]T=2qq ． (23) 

n is a vector quatemion where the vector portion is the 

ang u~ vdocity about the axis．Solving for 

口={ ． (24) 

Since the quatemion has four parameters to represent 

rotation，and additional degree offleedom is present．As a 

result，normalization of the quatemion to unit magnitude 

is performed after each iteration． 

Th e state transition function Xk，Vk)extrapohtes 

from the state at time interval k to the next state at time 

interval k + 1．Th e linear and angular velocities are as— 

sumed constant so that coi(k+1)=oJ (k)and (k+ 

1)= (k)． 
Th e quatemion propagation in time is described by 

equation(24)，the solution is when all are cor1Stant，af． 
ter simphcation ． 

g(tk+I)=[cos(I l(3)／2)I+ 
，， 

I oJI in(I I(r)／2) ]g(tk)=Qtq(tk)，(25) 

where r is the saI11p1ir time
． 

Th e complete state transition function is 

Xk+l=l tx+r +r t：+ ： QIg(tk) 

Vy co co co：]T． (26) 

Measurement function h(Xk，Wk)comprises the line point 

function given in equation(19)．Since the dual quater- 

nion operation transforms lines to lines，the given model 

features from the object are lines represented as dual vector 

quatemions．The measured Yk=h(Xk，Wk)componenm 

are the line points of the 2D image plane lines projected 

from the 3D lines． 

For the parameter m of measurement function Yk 

h(Xk，Wk)，according to equation(7)and(11)，eX． 

panding each line，Z+∈ m，and solving for m 吣  

m=m m *" + }m m m *lm+ }m m m *lm= 
1 

m +
rmr*mm+ 1(， +， *)m+rmr*Z ， (27) 

where mm is the initial normal vector and m is the normal 

vector after transfom-afion．Let RO=m+rm；*and M =mt 

+m ．RO and M can be computed from equ~on(3)． 

6 Simulation~ ents 

To dem onstrate the performance of the three kinds of 

filter．a target object is simulated wid1 individual feature 

points．Pairs ofthese points，when extracted from the im- 

age plane．are connected together to form lines．For the 

test，an object wid1 four coplanar points in a rectaI 

pa~em was defined．Fig．3 shows the dimensions and the 

shape ofthe four points target． 

F ．3 Four-point coplamrtarget usedIn 

the simulation experiment 

The object of the filter is to estimate the portion， 

orientation，and corresponding velocities of the object 

wid1 respect to the camera．Th e now  image plane feature 

locations are used as inputs along wit}l a priori knowt- 
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ed ．An ideal camera mode1 is used in the simulation
． 

Perspective projection is assumed for the camera with a 

known effective focal length．Noise of an assumed rmgni—． 

rude and distribution is added to the image feature loca- 

tlons b~2fore processing． 

Initial conditiom requiting specification include the ini— 

tial state，Xo，and the ell'Or coval'iance matrix Po．The 

state vector may be considered a collection of Gaussian 

random variables with covariance Po．The initial state is a 

throughout．Similarly，measurement noise given by the CO- 

variance matrix R is initially specified as a constant and the 

diagonal dements are 0．OOO4ITln1． 

To compare the performance ofIEKF，DD1 and DD2， 

We took two groups assumed initial states to estimate the 

pose and motion．The assumed initial state and the tnle 

initial state are shown in table 1．The diagonal dements of 

the initial error covariance matrix Po and the process noise 

matrix p are shown in table 2．The input noise is a Cam- 

sampling taken from each random variable．Process noise sian with a standard deviation of 0．02 nln1．Based on ttlis 

given by the cOVal'iance matrix Q is also specified as an noise level，the枷朗sUIrE舡1ent error covariance matrix has di- 
initial condition for the simulatiom，remaining constant agoml elerrmats ofO．O004mm2 for each measured vari~le

．  

Tab】e 1 Actual and assumed initial state 

Table 2 The diagonal elements ofinitial elTOr coval'iance matrix and process noise matrix 

To el1．sure a fair result ofthe estimation result proposed 

in this paper．the estimates are averaged across a Monto 

Carlo simulation consisting of50 n．ins．Each run is carried 

out with a di rent noise sample，and the simulation was 

run for a dn1e of30 seconds with a measurement interval 

of0．1 second．The pose and motion estimation results of 

the Monto Carlo simulation with the assumed initial state 

I are shown in Fig．4(][1le iterative steps is 20 f0r dhe 

正l(F filter)，and the pose and motion esdmation results 

of the Monto Carlo simulation with the assumed initial 

state II are given in F ．5( simulation results ale di— 

verge r正KF filter when the iterative steps val'Jes from 1 

tO 5O)． 

暑 
暑 
＼  

I 
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F ．5 Simulation results ofpose and motion estimation dl 

initial state value(0，0，990，0．9，0．1，0．1，0．01， 

0．01，0．01，0．01，0．01，0．01，0．01)．(50珊 甜锄8e 

Three kinds ofpose and motion estimation methods 

have been developed．These me thods use an il】=】a Ilg tech- 
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nique with a single area-based can'lera along with a refer- 

ence 0bject to calculate estLmat~for rehtive six-degree of 
freedom position and orientation as weU as the associated 

velocity estimates．111e system model for these methods are 

based on line features，a dual quaternion parametefization 

for the 3-D transfonnation，usingⅢKF，DD1 and DD2 as 

estimator respectively．Conceptually，the principle underly— 

ing the DD1 and DD2 filters resembles that of the EKF 

and its higher-order mhtives．111e implementation is。 

however，quite different．In contrast to Taylor’s formula 

no derivatives are needed in the interpolation form ula，on— 

lv function evaluatiom ．From the simulation results oftwo 

groups assumed initial states，we conclude that when the 

assumed initial stale is near to the true initial state。the 

IEKF．DD1 and DD2 filters all can converge to the true 

stale．but the performance of IEK is sLghay worse than 

DD1 and DD2．however．as the assumed initial state is far 

from the true initial stale，the IEKF filter is diverge from 

the true state，while the DD1 and DD2 filters have good 

convergence． 
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